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PREFACE

Competency-based events provide students of distributive
education programs an opportunity to demonstrate how well
they have developed the competencies required by their
chosen field of study.

The events also allow the students to determine their
degree of preparation in relation to others preparing in
the same occupational category.

The final product of this project is'a bank of everts
which are based upon competencies needed in the field of
marketing and distribution. This bank will supply Kentucky
and other states the events needed to provide competition
for students.

. It is hoped the events will furnish worthwhile learning
experiences and assist in further developing the competencies
of students within a chosen occupational category.

William T. Jeffrey
Director
Unit of Marketing &
Distributive Education

i

Betty H. Turner
Project Director



ABSTRACT

Title of Project: Development of Competency-Based
Competitiire Events in Distributive
Education

Project Duration: October 15, 1976 to January 31, 1978

Objectives: To provide competitive events for
students of distributive education
which correlate with competency-
based curriculum.

To develop competency-based events
with objective tests and performance
evaluationsin each of the identified
instructional areas for twelve occupa-
tional categories identified by National
DECA.

To be prepared as a state to provide
similar types of events lin which a
student may compete at the National
level.

A

Procedure: Writers for competency-based events
were selected from teachers of
distributive education. Five one-
day workshops were conducted to orient
the writers, compile the events, and
edit the final product.

Contribution to /The competency-based events will provide
Education: the opportunity for students to demon

strate their proficiencies in their
chosen occupation for self-evaluation
and in comparison with others in their
field.

Products Developed The products which were developed by the project
by the Project: are 109 written competency-based events in

11 occupational areas and 115 performance
events in 12 occupational areas.
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INTRODUCTION
L

Background

A National Competitive Events Reorganization Task Force
was appointed in 1972 to examine the current competitive
el/ants programs and to make recommendations to the Distributive
Education Clubs of America Board of Directors.

The task force elected to experiment with the series
approach to a competency-based events program. The first
pilot was conductee'at the National Career Development
Conference both high school and junior collegiate in 1974,
in one occupational area. In 1975, the series were held in
two occupational areas, in 1976, four occupational areas and in
in 1977, five areas were implemented.

The decision was made by the board of directors to fully
implement the competency-based events at the 1978 National
Career Development Conference; thus, all existing events will
be incorporated into the series events or eliminated. By
1980, it is planned to provide competency-based events in
twelve occupational categories.

Review of Literature

The explanation and time guidelines for the competency -
based events are found in "Competency-Based Competitive Events
for the Distributive Education Clubs of America",by Richard
L. Lynch.

Incl.Ided in Appendix B, is the original report and an
update as of July,1977.

Contributions to Education

The development of the competency-based events will
provide educational experiences for students at the Kentucky
State Career Development Conference by:

1. Providing measuring devices of the students,'
achievement of competencies required in their
chosen occupation.

2. Providing an opportunity for student recognition
and the experiences of'cooperation and competition.

3. Giving the student an insight to determine what''
areas are in need of self-impi.ovement.

4. Allowing the student the opportunity to demonstrate
his proficiencies in his occupational field.

5.. Giving the student an avenue of comparing his/her
'skills, attitudes and knowledges with others
pursuing the same xrcupational category. .%

-4- I



The competency-based events will be available to other
states through an exchange_ agreement; thus, providing
Kentucky with an alternate event in each instructional area
for the occupational categories.

ACTIVITIES AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS .

Statement of the Problem

The competency-based events are conducted on two levels,
the master-employee level and the owner-manager level. There
are ten instructional areas in which competencies may be
demonstrated for each occupational category. Therefore, it
is necessary to have access to an event either skill performance
or written objective evaluation of knowledge or attitude
competencies in each of the instructional areas for twelve
occupational categories. oc

The purpose of this project was to revise presently
available events and to develop events in instructional areas
and occupational categories which have a void. (See Appendix A)

Objectives

The objectives of the project were to:

1. Develop or revise, through a workshop of
teachers, competency-based events which
will measure the students' competencies
in their selected occupational field.

a. Develop a performance event in each
of the instructional areas of the twelve
identified occupational categories
(See Appendix A)

b. Develop or revise a written objective
.event for each of the instructional
areas of the twelve identified occu-
pational categories.

2 Have completed by October 1., 1977, a source of
competency-based events both performance and
written for each of the instructional areas
in twelve occupational categories to the,Kentucky
Distributive Education Club for implementation at
the State Career Development Conference.

3. Have available-for dissemination to other states
by October 1, 197/,a package of both written
and performance events in all ten instructional,
areas for each of the twelve Occupational
categories-



Methods

The competency-based events were developed in two phases

for twelve occupational categories. Events for eight of the

categories were eeveloped October 30, 1976, through May, 1977.

(Phase I) Events for the other four categories were completed

June 1977, through September, 1977. (Phase II) (See Appendix

D for Flow Chart of Activities)

Written and/or performanCe events were developed or

revised in each of the following instructional areas:

1. Advertising
2. Commur ations
3. Display
4. Human Relations
5. Management
6. Merchandising
7. Mathematics
8. Product/Service Technology
9. Operations

10. Selling

for each of the occupational categories of:

1. Petroleum
2. Food Marketing

PhaSe. /
3. Food Service

1 4. Apparel & Accessories
5. General Merchandising
6. Finance and Credit
7. Advertising Service
8. Real Estate

/9. Automotive Parts Sales
Phase 10. Recreation and Tourism

II 11. Transportation
12. Industrial Sales

A total of five workshops were conducted. Three work-

shops were held in Phase I and two within Phase II. (See

Appendix C for Workshop Agendas)

In the first phase fifteen teachers agreed to become

writers of competency-based events. (See Appendix E) The

teachers were selected within a 100-mile radius of the work-

'shop location, Frankfort, Kentucky.

The purpoges of the first three workshops were as follows:

Workshop # 1 - October 30, 19,76

Orieptation to competency-based event writing

1. Reviewed identified competencies by National

DECA in which the event will measure.

-6D



2. Identified resources for event content.

3. Discussed how to secure an advisory group
from respective industry to validate
content of events.

4. Provided instructions on the format for
constructing events (See Appendix E for
sample event and check list for constructing
events)

The writers returned to their home stations for collection

of data for events Lnd validation by an advisory group from

the industry involved.

Workshop # 2 December 11, 1976

Constructed event information in proper format for typist.

Workshop # 3 January 22, 1977

Edited typed events and made necessary revisions and

corrections.'

For Phase II, six of the writers from Phase I were

selected to develop events for occupational areas nine through

twelve. (See Appendix F)

The workshops within Phase II consisted of the following

activities:

Workshop # 4

Constructed event information in proper format for typist

Workshop # 5

Edited typed events; made necessary revisions and

corrections.

Travel expenses and a stipend of $50.00 was paid for each

workshop attended. Writers developed the events in their

home stations utilizing their own personal time.



Results

The final events were completed in January, 1978. Total
events developed or revised through the project are as follows:
(Refer to Appendix H - for a chart showing developed and revised
events.)

Occupational Area Number of Events

Petroleum 10 Performance Events

Food Marketing 10 Written Events
10 Performance Events

Food Service 10 Written Events
5 Performance Events

Apparel & Accessories 10 Written Events
10 Performance Events>

General Merchandise 10 Written Events
10 Performance Events

Real Estate 10 Written Events
10 Performance Events

Finance Credit 10 Written Events
10 Performance Events

Advertising Services 10 Written Events
10 Performance Events.

Automotive 10 Written Events
10 Performance Events

Transportation 9 Written Events
10 Performance Events

Recreation & Tourism 10 Written Events
10 Performance Events

industrial Marketing 10 Written Events
10 Performance Events

onclusions/Recommendations

The 224 events revised and developed throughithd project will
be exchanged with other states through National DECA. These events
and those received in the exchange will supply Kentucky with an

adequate supply of competency-based events.

Not only did the project produce a large amount of events, but
also provided several coordinators with the opportunity to become
involved in developing competcpcy based events which enabled the
coordinator to have a better insight to the organization and
implementation of the events, thus providing Kentucky with individuals

who are capable of conducting the series and events.

-811



It is recommended that 4.n future projects of this nature that
the events be developed in a controlled workshop setting with no home
development. Also that coordination of the project be/within one
agency to avoid delays in communications and finances:

It is further recommended that the events provided through the
project be field tested and revised as needed.

Due eo the future implementation of competency-based written
project events, it is recommended that workshops be funded to develop
these events through teacher education. The development of these
new events will enable Kentucky to keep pace with the trend for
competency-based competitive events set forth by the Distributive
Education Clubs of America.



THE bISSEMINAT

The final product will be available tei appointed
competency-based event series directors for implementation
'at the State Career Development Conferences both on the

lhigh school and junior collegiate eve12!

An exchange will be made with other states in order
to increase the number of events Kentucky will have
available for implementation.

One copy will be submitted to National DECA -ho will
in turn duplicate and distribute to the states idLntified
in Appendix G, as e-ent exchange states.

The events will not be available for distribution
within the state.
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Chart for Developing Events



CHART FOR DEVELOPING AND REVISING COMPETENCY-BASED EVENTS
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COMPETENCY-BASED COMPETITIVE EVENTS

by

Dr. Richard L. Lynch

In 1972 a National Competitive Events Reorganization Task Force was

appointed by the Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Distributive Education

Clubs-of America. The task Force was asked to examine the current competitive

events program, study and review alternatives to and/or modifications of the

current competitive events program, and make appropriate recommendations to the

DECA Board of Directors. Mr. Wayne J. Harrison, Jr., Consultant for Marketing

and Distributive Education with the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction,

was appointed Chairman of this Competitive Events Reorganization (CER) Task

Force.

The Task Force did review numerous alternatives to the existing competitive

events program. After careful consideration, the Task Force elected to experi-

mentwith a series approach to a competency-based competitive events program.

This new approach to competitive events has been in an experimental stage for

three years.. The first pilot was conducted at the national Career Development

Conferences--both High School and Junior Collegiate Divisions--in 1974 in the

petroleum occupational category. In 1975 the competency-based series approach

Lo eoulp6titive events was held in two occupational :Inas: petrolPflm And fond

marketing. Thic year, two additional occuparinpal areas have been added: food

service and apparel and accessories.

At the Spring meeting of the national Board of Directors, the deci§ion was

made to fully implement the concept of competency-based competitive eveits at

the 1978 national Career Development Conference. Thus, all existing partici-

patory events (i.e., job interview, sales demonstration, public speaking,

advertising, student of the year, etc.) will be absorbed into the new competency-

based approach or eliminated. The Board also gave approval to the Task Force to

begin experimentation with a written event. This new experimental event will

also be competency-based and AOst include an oral defense of the content submitted

in writing by the student. The Board also approved developing guidelines for

Group (chapter) events and an Outstanding Student of the Year event, both to be

included -as experiments at the 1978 national Career Development Conference. All

experimental. events will be evaluated before decisions are made to offer the

events on'a recurring basis.

The purpose of this paper is to describe the concepts and philosophy of

the competency-based series approach to competitive events. The projected dates

for implementation of,new events; the dates for revision, elimination, or

absorption of existing events to meet definitions and guidelines for competency-

based events; plans for experimental events; and plans for evaluation are

provided.
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PURPOSES, RATIONALE, AND DEFINITIONS

The first step in the work of Competitive Events Reorganization Task Force

members was to develop a set of purposes for DECA competitive events. The

purposes were presented to the DECA Board of Directors and approval was given

to proceed with revising existing or developing new competitive events consistent

with the foil wing nine purposes for competitive events:

1. To contribute to the development of competencies needed for careers in

marketing, merchandising, and management.

2. To evaluate student achievement of the competencies through careful measure-

ment devices.

3. To provide opportunities for student recognition.

4. To provide a constructive avenue for individual or group expression, initiative,

and creativity.

5. To motivate students to assume responsibility for self-improvement and self-

discipline.

6. To provide a vehicle for students to demonstrate their acquired competencies

through individual and group activities.

7. To assist students in acquiring a realistic self concept through

and group activities.

8. To help students to participate in an environment of cooperation and competi-

tion.

9. To provide visibility for the educational goals and objectives of distributive

education.

The-Task Force members also agreed on a definition for individual competitive

events which received Board approval:

A learning activity designed to evaluate a student's development of the

essential competencies needed for entry or advancement in marketing,

merchandising, and management occu7ationc, in which the student competes

with other students and/or predeter-iined standards.

It is these purposes and this definition that have guided the Task Force, the

National DECA staff, and competency-based competitive events writers in the

development of new events.

It should be emphasized that the members of the DECA Competitive Events

Reorganization Task Force recognized the fact that comperitive events are only

one of the mammy phases of the total DECA progrrm of work. Likewise, DECA

competitive events should be only one of the strategies used in-assisting students

in the development of the competencies needed in preparing and advancing in

marketing, merchandising, and manager:ent careers.

2 s.
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However, the Task Force members were unanimous in their decision that the
competitive events program had to be congruent with sound educational practices
and had to enhance educational purposes. Therefore, the Task Force members
recommended that individual DECA competitive events be a learning activity
designed to evaluate students' development of essential competencies needed for
entry and/or advancement in the :ield of distribution. As visioned, the DECA
competency -based competitive events program will facilitate effective integra-
tion of DECA as an integral part of the total distributive education instructional
program. To do this, individual competitive events have been and will continue
to be designed that enable students to engage In activities that will extend
their interests and competencies for careers in distribution and measure the
degree to which competencies have already been acquired. In effect, the
competency-based events are demonstrations of occupational proficiency in
marketing, merchandising, and management areas, which, of course, should be the
goal of the distributive education curriculum.

It was also believed by the Task Force that it is not sufficient to evaluate
students in a single competency area, as appears to be true in the existing.
individual competitive events. Students who are in training for careers in
marketing, merchandising, and management need competencies in several instructional
areas. Research studies, in fact, have generally shown that distributive educa-
tion students need competencies as classified into ten instructional areas:
advertising, communications, display, human relations, management, mathematics,
merchandising, operations, product and/or service technology, and selling. The
Task Force felt, therefore, that students-ought to be prepared to participate in
eompc""ve events in all of these instructional

The Task Force also realized that there were several levels of competency
in the distributive occupations. There were'certain competencies needed by entry-
level employees and far more needed by those planning to advance into managerial
positions. For experimental purposes, the Task Force therefore decided to run
pilot competitive events at two levels: master-employee and manager- owner.
Participants in each Division (High School or Junior Collegiate) must decide at
which level they wish to compete. Obviously, .the master-employee level competi-
tive,events will be less complex than the manager-oWner events.

The Task Force members also felt that a variety of valid evaluative styles
ought to be prepared to measure competencies in these instructional areas. The
writers for the individual competitive events were therefore instructed to be
creative in the design of the events and to try to reflect as nearly as possible
the actual business atmosphere in which the competencies would realistically be
utilized. Therefore, competitive events were written that incorporate group
decision making, role playing, demonstrations, explanations of case problems,
operation of equipment and products normally associated with certain distributive
occupations (i.e., gasoline pmps, rash registers, creating displays, etc.),
paper and pencil tests, in-store and on-site evaluations, etc. In fact, one of
the 1976 national competency-based competitive events series will be conducted
at a service station, one at a department store, one in a supermarket, and one
in a hotel restaurant. The theory, of course, being that participants ought to
demonstrate competency attainment in as realistic an environment as possible.

Finally, the Task Force felt that the individual competitive events program
ought to be focused on the career interests of the student-learners. Distributive

A

22
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education students with similar career objecAs ought to compete with each

.other on events designed to measure the competencies needed for entry or advance-

ment in their chosen career area. In other words, students yith career, objectives

in food marketing ought to compete with other students with similar career

objectives on competencies needed by food marketers. Therefore, the Task Force

made the decision to experiment with competitive events according to occupational

category. Competitive events in four occupational categories will be conducted

in 1976: food marketing, petroleum marketing, apparel and accessories, and

food services. It is assumed that only DECA members with career interests in

these four occupational categories will compete in this experimental program

this year.

COMPETENCY-BASED EVENTS AT 1976 NATIONAL CDC

In at attempt to reflect the definition, purposes, and rationale for a series

approach to competency-based events, the following is occurring at the

1976 National Career Development Conference:

1. The competency-based competitive events are being offered fn four occupational

categories: apparel and accessories, food marketing, petroleum marketing,

and food services.

2. The competitive events were developed as a result of research. Several

research studies which identified competencies and/or tasks for managers

and employees in apparel and le o, food marketing, petroleum, and

food services industries were examined. Lists of competencies were written

from the research studies and revalidated by advisory committees composed

of workers in the appropriate occupations. The competencies identified by

the advisory committees as being "most important" for workers in the

appropriate occupations (apparel and accessories, food marketing, petroleum,

and food services) were selected for evaluation. at the 1976 National DECA

Career Development Conference. (A listing of these competencies is

available from National DErA.)

3. Any DECA member who is competing in the competency-based events was asked

to identify a career interest in either food marketing, petroleum, apparel

and accessories, or food services. All participants will be competing with

other DECA members who have identified similar career interests.

4. All DECA members (Nigh School or Junior Collegiate) who are competing in

the competency-based events, decided in advance of the National DECA Career

Development Conference at which level to compete: master-employee or

-manager-owner. They are only competing at one level.

5. All DECA members (High Schocl and' Junior Collegiate) who are competing in

the competency -based events should be prepared to be evalLated on their

performance in ten instructional areas:

--Advertising --Mathematics

--Communications --Merchandising

--Display --Operations

--Human Relations --Product and/or Service Technology

--Management --Selling
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Competitive events have been developed for all ten instructional areas for
each occupational category at master-employee and manager-owner levels.!
However, participants will not compete in all ten areas. The Task Force

and national DECA staff have selected several events from the ten instruc-

tional areas. All students will compete in at least three events. The

students will not know in which events they will be competing until their

debriefing session at the national CDC. In any event, all participants
at each level (master-employee and rinager-owner) must compete in all
competitive events in their occupational area that appear on their schedule
to be eligible for recognition.

6. In order to compete in the competency-based competitive events at the National
CDC, all DECA members should have competed in a similar program at the State

level.

7. At the National Career Development Conference, the following will occur with

respect to participant recognition:

a. The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners in each competitive event at each
level (master-employee and manager-owner) in each occupational category

will be announced and recognition given.

b. The scores each participant received on each competitive event will be
added together and a total score determined for each level in each

occupational category. The 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners in each level
in each occupational category will be announced and awards given for each.

Therefore, the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners will be recognized for
master-employee level and 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place winners for the
manager-owner level in all occupational categories: food marketing,

petroleum marketing, food services, and apparel and accessories.

c. The writers of the competitive events have determined a minimum standard

of acceptable performance for each event. These minimum standards have

been added to determine a minimum standard of acceptable performance for

each level in the occupational category. Those participants in each
level of an occupational category who have total points above this
minimum standard will be announced and will receive a-certificate or

honor award for demonstrating acceptable performance. These "standard

of acceptable performance" awards will be determined separately for
master-employee and manager-owner levels in each occupatiOnal category.

8. The competency-based events are being offerednt both the High

School an Junior Collegiate Division Conference. Howev,z, DECA members

will be competing'only with those from their own division. Both master-
employee and manager-owner events are available for members of both student

divisions of DECA.

WHERE TO . . . FROM HERE

As stated previously, the concept of the competency-0. d series approach

to competitive events has been endorsed by tl,e National DECA Board of Directorc.
Existing participatory competitive events will be eliminated or absorbed into
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the competency-based approach at the 1978 Career Development Conference. Thus,

the existing events will be offered for the last time in their present form at

.the 1977 Career Development Conference in Anaheim, California. In addition, a

written competency-based event will be offered on an experimental basis at the

1977 conference. At the 1978 Conference, a revised Group event and Outstanding

Student of the Year event will be initiated onan experimental basis. A brief

description of these new experimental events is offered.

Written Event

Several members of the Task Force felt that a written event--rather than a

participatory event--ought to be available for members who wished to compete

but were uninterested in participatory-type competition. This new event would

be somewhat parallel to the existing manual competition; however, it should be

competency-based and developed within an occupational category. Competency in

several instructional areas would have to be demonstrated through the written

event; i.e., participant might demonstrate competency by describing in writing

how to advertise a product, display a product, sell a product, train others in

product knowledge and/or se ling techniques, compute price listings for several

products, etc. Participants would also provide an oral explanation and/or

defense of the written content at the National CDC.

The National DECA Board of Directors has agreed to experiment with a written

event at the 1977 Career Development Conference. The guidelines for such an

event will be developed this Summer by a committee appointed by the Task Force

under the direction of Roger Ditzenberge.7., Distributive Teacher-Educator at the

University of Nolthein Iovia if, Cedar rails. The guidelines ac develfT.,,1

disseminated to all States by October 1, 1976. This experimental written event

will either be in apparels and accessories or food marketing. The event will be

thoroughly evaluated at the 1977 CDC. The Task Force will then recommend to the

DECA Board of Directors based upon this evaluation whether or not to implement

a written event as part of the competency-based ck,mpetitive events structure.

Group Events

The Task Eb-rce was also asked to examine group events (chapter events) as

part of the competitive events structure. The Task Force has recommended that

chapter or group competitive events be developed around the goals and objectives

for the Distributive Education Clubs of America as determined through Steve

Corbin's doctoral research conducted at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University. Guidelines for such events will be written in the Summer of 1977 and

disseminated in the Fall of that year. An experimental event will be offered at

the National CDC for both student divisions in 1978. The group event will be

carefully evaluated and recommendations made concerning retention, expansion,

or elimination of group competitive events.

In the meantime, the concept and structure of the current chapter-of-the-

year, competitive event will remain intact. There is no immediate plan to

eliminate or revise this event; however, beginning in 1978, no points will be

earned for state and national competition.

2, 5
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Outstanding Student of the Year

Several members of the Task Force felt that the concept of student of the

year ought to be retained. They further felt this person should be both
occupationally competent and considerably involved with chapter, state, and/or
national DECA activities, school activities, and service projects. Therefore,

the Task Force recommended and the National DECA Board of Directors approved
experimenting with a national Outstanding Student of the Year award in 1978.
Guidelines will be written in the Summer of 1977 and disseminated in the Fall.

Although the guidelines have not been written, it is the thinking of the
CER Task Force that participants in the Outstanding Student of the Year event
would compete in either the competency-based Tarticipatory events or the competency-
based written events. In addition', the persons would submit documentation of
their involvement in local, state, and national,DECA, school, and service
activities. The guidelines for this documentation will probably be developed
by using Corbin's dissertation as a research base. Finally, Outstanding Student
of the Year candidates would be interviewed regarding personal and professional
goals and accomplishments at the National *CDC. Awards will be made to the
outstanding student in each of the occupational categories for which competency
based. competitive events are offered at the Conference.

EVALUATION-

The Task Force has been adamant about conducting thorough evaluative studies
of the competitive-events program. The feeling of the Task Force is that it is
imperative that we have unbiased research and evaluative data on the effects
competitive events may be having upon the products of our program. Relevant
factors need to be delineated and comparisons made concerned with existing
events; the experimental events.; and, yes--perhaps even with no competitive
events.

Last year, the DECA Board approved and a sub-committee of the Task Force
awarded a contract to EDUTEK, Inc., from Lincoln, Nebraska, to conduct a study
of the 1975 competitive events program. The experimental events were evaluated
to determine the degree to which the objectives of competitive events were being
accomplished.

The;, results of the evaluation were indeed supportive of the competency-
based competitive events. Judges, advisors, and students all felt the events
were "on target" in meeting the objectives of competitive events. As stated in
the summary of the evaluation report, "The purposes, of collecting this data (for
the evaluation) 6enters around answering one question: Do the reorganized events
accomplish two things- -are they learning experiences for thd students partici-
pating in the events and are the reorganized events reflective of the skills
required of people working in the jobs simulated by the events? With little
qualification, the answer is yes."*

* An EvaZuation of the New Competitive Eventa Desi(jned for Distributive

Education Clubs ofilroricals National Career Devekrment Con'orence--Finat
Report, ::DUYEK, Inc., Lincoln, Nebraska, July 1, 1915.
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Personnel from EDUTEK,as part of the contract with DECA, have "packaged"

evaluative forms that will be utilized at the competency-based competitive

.events each year. The CER Task Force has recommended that each conference be
evaluated carefully to insure 'that educational objectives are being met.

The CER Task Force has recom..tended that all experimental events remain
just that--experimental--until thorough evaluations have been completed.and

the data analyzed. Dr. Steve Eggland, Distributive Teacher-Educator at the

University of Nebraska, has teen and will continue to give overall leadership

to the research and evaluative phase of the competitive events program.

TIMELINES

The following is the timeline that was recently approved by the National

Board of Directors. Minor changes may occur in the timeline; however, it can
generally be assumed that the following will occur with respect to the new

competitive events structure through the Summer of 1978:

Career Development Conference, 1976

1. The following series events will be offered at both levels during the High

School and Junior Collegiate Conferences: Apparel and Accessories, Food

Marketing, Food Service, and Petroleum.

2. Evaluation instruments will be administered to collect dat2 on the compc!tency-

,based competitive events:

3. Current High School and Junior Collegiate creative events will be evaluated

for data regarding: manageability of increased numbers of entries,

advantages of the current structure (e.g., commmity involvement, Chapter
and individual recognition, learning activities, business involvement, etch)

and disadvantages of the current structure (e.g., guidelines not based on
identified competencies, coordinator abuse, student abuse, judging abuse,

etc )

Summer, 1976

1. Continue to analyze evaluation data and submit recommendations to CER Task

Force, national DECA staff, and DECA Board of Directors.

2. Develop "format" for written events for either the apparel and accessories

or food marketing occupational area, determine which written event td

pilot (AU or FM), and send guidelines to states by October 1, 1976.

3. Develop new competency-based competitive events for general merchandiJing,

advertising services, finance and credit, and rez.1 estate and revise and

add events in food service and apparel and accessories.

4. Clean up bad: of events for apparel and accessories, food service, food

marketing, and petroleum.

5. Collect data to determine four additional occupational areas in which to

conduct competency-based competitive events and develop plans to

9;'
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validate or revalidate competencies for these four new occupational areas

during 1976-1977.

NOTE: During 1976-1977 the CER Task Force will develop for Board action

at their Spring 1977 meeting,proposals concerned with the

following:

a. Month in which to hold the HS-CDC.

b. Month in which to hold the JC-CDC.

c. Number of participants eligible to compete from each state

association for each division.

d. Status of the current JC competitive events in the reorganizational

structure.

e. Recommendations on the fonaat/structure of CDC.

Career Development Conference, 1977

1. Competency-based series events will continue to be offered at both master-
employee and manager-owner levels during the Hich School and Junior

Collegiate Conferences in two occupational areas: apparel and accessories

and food marketing.

2. Petroleum and food service will be offered at master-employee and manager-
,owner levels during the High School Conference.

3. Petroleum acid food service will be offered at the manager owmer level only

during the J:zior Collegiate Conference. (No events in these two categories

at the master-employee level at the JC Conference).

4. General merchandising series events will be offeredat both levels during
the High School and Junior Collegiate Conferences.

5. Real estate series events to be offered at both levels during the Junior
Collegiate Conference only.

6. One written event will be offered and evaluated at the High School and
Junior Collegiate CDCs in either apparel and accessories or food marketing.
At this time plans do notinclude two levels for written events.

Summer, 1977

1. Competency-based competitive events will be developed for four new occupa-

tional areas.

2. Written events will be developed for two new occupational areas depending
upon the outcome of the evaluation conducted during; CDC, 1977.

3. Guidelines will be developed for Chapter (group) events and the Outstanding

Student of the Year.

4. States will be notified that ALL High School participating events will be
absorbed into the new competency-based structure.
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5. States will be notified that Merchandise Information.Manual and Area of
istribution Manual will be dropped at CDC, 1978.

6. Sates will be notified that Student of the Year will be absorbed into the
new event called Outstanding Student of the Year at CDC, 1978.

7. IStates will be notified that Chapter of ,the Year event will drop the
competition points"--no points can be earned for state and national

competition at CDC'', 1978.

Career Development Conference, 1978

1. The following competency-based series events will be offered at both master-
employee and manager-owner levels during the High School Conference:
petroleum, food marketing, food service, apparel and accessories, general
merchandising, finance and credit, and advertising services.

2. The following competency-based events will be offered at both master-
employee and manager-owner levels during the Junior Collegiate CDC: food

marketing, apparel and accessories, general merchandising, real estate,

finance and credit;'and advertising services.

3. Offering of food service and petroleum events during the Junior Collegiate
Conference will be based on feedback from Junior Collegiate Division
members, evaluation, and Board action.

4. At least two ind1v4ducl cycnts will bc offered cot. both High School

and Junior Collegiate competition and e,,n1.....ated (depending upon evaluative

data from 1977 CDC). Q4

5. At least one Chapter (group) event will be offered at both High School and

Junior CoZZegiate competition and evaluated.

6. The Outstanding Student of the Year event will be offered at both High School

and Junior Collegiate Conferences and evaluated.

Summer, 1978

Depending upon evaluation data, recommendations by the CER Task Force, and

decisions of the Board of Directors:

1. Competency-based series events will be developed and finalized for 12_

occupat'-nal areas.

.2. Written events will be expanded into at least six occupational areas or

dropped.

3. Evaluative data reviewed from chapter event and decision made to revise,

expand, or drop.

4. Evaluative data reviewed from Outstanding Student of the Year event and
decision made to revise, expand, or drop.



5. All Studies in Marketing to be dropped.

(\6. Decision to be made on Creative Marketihg Project.

7. Junior Collegiate decisions finalized.

8. All decision communicated throughout the membership by Fall, 1978.

/> CONCLUSION

11

Many distributive education persons including students, teacher-coordinator's,

state supervisors, USOE representatives, and teacher educators have served on

the Competitive Evdnts Reorganization Task Force over the past four years.

Tremendous philosophizing and compromising and countless hour have been

devoted to develop the competency-based competitive events program to its present

structure., The final decision on the events always was made. in review of the

competency -based approach to vocational education curriculum development.

Many teachers often ask, "How do I prepare my students to compete under this

new system?" There is only really one answer: You must-provide learning

experiences (classroom projects and activities and/or on-the-job activities)

7`that are specifically neca-edr_by persons employed in the occupational areas for

which your students have career interests.

The competitive events are based on the competencies needed to be success-

ful in selected marketing occupations. The competencies, when organized into a

pattern, should comprise the'major component of the distributive education

curriculum.. Thus, if you provide for your students a distributive education

vocational curriculum, they should be able to compete!

0
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COMPETENCY-BASED COMPE1 I FIVE EVEIriS

by

Dr. Richard L. Lynch'

In 1972 a National Competitive Events'Reorganization Tesk Force wi,s appoint. i b / th 2 CI ee i men

of the Board of Directors of the Distributive Education Clubs tlf Amer ica. The To'.i, For ':as a.-,:..ed

to examine the current competitive events program, study and review alternatives to andic.e. e-lodh"ce-

tions of the current competitive events program, and make appropriate ret:ornmenchtiors to the DE:CA

Board of Directors. Mr. Wayne J. Harrison, Jr., Consultant for Marketing and Distributive Education
with the Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction, was appointed Chairman of this Comr.titive

Events Reorganization (CER) Task Force.

The Task Force did review numerous alternatives to the existing competitive event:, r).ograin.

After careful consideration, the Task, Force elected to experiment with a series approach to a com-

petency-based competsiiive events pr ram. The first pilot was conducted et the nation:-.1 Career

Development Conferences both High School and Junior Collegiate Divisions in 1E-74 in the
petroleum occupational category. In 1975 the competency-based series approach to corn : --t:ti..e

events was held in two occupational awes: petroleum and food marketing. By 1977, four a:::Ii-ica'
occupational areas were added: food service, apparel & accessories, general merchandise, and real

estz le.

At the 1976 Spring meeting of the national Board of Directors, the decision vv as mad- to fully
implement the concept of competency-teased competitive events at the 1978 national Caret.. Develr,p

ment Conference. Thus, all existing participatory events (i.e., job interview, sales demonstration,
public speaking, advertising, etc.) have been absorbed into the new competency-based epproPeh
or eliminated. The Board also gave approval to the Task Force to begin experimentation with kerittea
events. These new experimental events will also be competency-based and must include an oral r'efere:
of the content submitted in writing by the student. The Board also approved developing ,es for
Group (Chapter) events, experimentation to begin in 1973. All experimental events bill be. c.aluated

before decisions are made to offer thefvents on a recurring basis:

The purpose of this overview is to describe the concepts and philosophy o. thc corrpete nc).
series approach to competitive events. Tne projected dates for implementalon of new events: tr
dates for revision, elimination, or absorption of existing events to meet defir itions and pidelins for
competency -based events; plans for experimental events; and plans for evaluanon --c provided.

PURPOSES, RATIONALE, AND DEFINITIONS

The fist step in the work of Competitive Events Reorganization Task Force member: was to
develop .a set of purposes for DECA competitive events. The purposes wee presented to the PECA

Board of Directors and app:oual was given to proceed with revising existing or developing new com
petitive events consistent with the following nine purposes for competitive events:

1. i o contrite to to the development. of competencies need: d for careers in marketing, mere! cendis

ing, and management.
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2. 10 evaluate student achieventent of the competencies through careful me. .,urement devices.

3. To provide opportunities for student recognition.

4. To provide a constructive avenue for individual or group expression, initiative, and creativity.

..- 5. To motivate students to assume responsibility for self-improvement and self-discipline.

6. To provide a vehicle for students to demonstrate \their acquired competencies through individual
and group activities.

ir
7. To assist students in acquiring a realistic self concept through individual and group activities.

8. To help students to participate in an environment of cooperation and competition.

9. To provide visibility for the educational goals and objectives of distributive educatiOn.

i
The Task Force members also agreed on a definition for individual competitive events which

received Board approval:

A learning activity designed to evaluate a student's development of the essential compe-
tenc;es needed for entry or advancement in marketing, merchandising, and management
occupations, ,'n which the student competes with other stuants and /or predetermined
standards.

It is these purposes and this definition that have guided the Task Force, the National DECA staff,
and competency-based competiti.e. evi, As writers in the development of new events.

It should be emphasized that the members of the DECA Competitive Events Reorganization T:s!,.
Force recognized the fact that competitive events are only one of the many phases of the. total DECA
program of work. Likewise, DECA competitive events should be only one of the strategies used in
assisting students in the development of the competencies needed in preparing and advancing in
marketing, merchandising, and management careers. 4.

However, the Task Force members were unanimous in their decision that the competitive events
program had to be congruent with sound eiucational practices and had to enhance education, pur-
poses. Therefore, the Task Forcc members recommended that individual DECA competitive events be
a learninj activity designed to evaluate students' development of essential competencies needed fcr
entry and;or advancement in the field of distribution. As visioned, the DECA competency -band
competitive events program wiil facilitate effective integration of DECA as an integral part of the tot3i
distributive education instructional program. To do this, individual competitive events have beei
and will continue to be designJo that enable students to engage in activities that will extend their
mterests and competencies for careers in distribution and measure the degree to which competencie,
have already been acquired. In effect, the competency based everts are demonstrations of occupa-
tional proficiency in marketing, merchandising, and management areas, which, of course, should be
the goal of the distributive education curriculum.

It was alto believed by the Task Force that it is not sufficient to evaluate students in a sinrile
competency aa, as appears to he true in the existing individual competitive events. Students who oft.
in training for careers in marketing, merchandising, and management need competencies in sc.:1,:l

U3
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instruel.unal area.,. Re.earch ;ruches, in Let, have geeerally sho.en that disnibutive edueetion stu.ltee..
need compete' cie. as classified into 'tun iiistruetit,rial areas: achurtising, communicajuns,
human relations, manteic.n-ient, mathematics, mei operations, product and/or s.evics,
technology, and selling. The Task Force felt, therefore, that stuCents ought to be prepared to pal ti-
cipate in competitive events in all of these instructional areas.

The Task Force also realized that there were several levels of competency in the distributive
occupations. There v.ere certain competencies needed by entry -kAel employee. and fur more 11CCCI.t.1
by those planning to advance into managerial positions. For experimental purposes, the Task Fote.e,
therefore, decided to run pilot competitive events at two levels: master-employee and manager- owner.
Participants in each D:vision (High School or Junior Collegiatareust decide at which level they
to compete. Obvious' the master-employee level competitive events will be less complex than tile
Manager-owner ev ts.

The Task Force members also felt that a variety of valid evaluative styles ought to be prepared
to measure competencies in these instructional areas. The writers for the individual competitee.
events were therefore instructed to be creati'e in the design of the events and to try to-reflect ca

nearly as possible the actual business atmosphere in which the competencies would realistically La
utilized. Therefore, competitive events were written that incorporate group decision making, role
playing, demonstrations, explanations of case problems, operation of equipment and products normal-
ly associated with cer ?ain distribbtive occupations (i.e., gasoline pumps, cash registers, creating Jis
plays, etc.), caper and pencil tests, in-store and on-site evaluations, etc. National competency-based
competitive events series have been conducted at petroleum training centers, resteJrants, service
stations, department storeso and supermarkets. The theory, of course, being that participants ought
to demonstrate competency attainment in as realistic an environment as possible..

Finally, the Task Force felt that the individual competitive ,eyents program caght to Le focused
on the career interests of the student-learners. Distributive edu9ati'.-in students with similar cereal oi-
jectives eight to compete with each other on events designed to measure the competencies neected
for entry or advancement in their chosen career area. In other words, silt-lents with career object; /es
in food me-keting ought to compete with other students with similar career objectives on compcteri
cies needed by food marketers. Therefore, the Task Force made the decision to experiment-with
competitive events xcording to occupational category. The categories for classifications) are those
identified by the J. S. Office of Education as the Instructional Program Codes for Distributive Eraul-a-

t. tion. Competitive events in eight occupational categories are currently being conducted. advertising
services, apparel & accessories, finance & credit, food marketing, food service, general merchandise,
peubleum, and real estate.

COMPETENCSED EVENTS AT NATIONAL CDC

In an attempt to reflect the definition, purposes, and rationale for a eerie., approach to coin-
petency beset.: events, the following is occurring at the National Career Development Conferences:

1. The competency based competitive events are being offered in eight occupational categoric..
advertising services, apparel & accessories, finance & credit, food marketing, food service, genciel
merchandise, petroleum, and real estate.

2. The competitiw events were developed as a result of research. Several research studies which
identified competencies andiot tasks for managers and employees in the specific, occupatio,e-I
area, such as apparel and accessories, food enarkitine, petroleum, and food service industi



were examined. Lists of compercriLies were V.tritten from the research studies revali,l,

by advisory committees composed of workers in the appropriate occup.irions. The conii:,:qenc es
identified by the advisory committees as being "roost imps: tent" for wog kers in the eppropi
occupations (apparel & accessories, food rn-irketing, petroleum. etc.) were selected for evoioi-
tion at the National DECA Career Development Conference. (Listings of these co,nputencies art_
available from the DECA Related Materials Service.)

3. Any DECA member who is competing in the competency-liked events identifies the occupa-
tional area for competition according to his/hcr career interest. All patis;iponts will be cornpetirg
with other DECA members who have identified similar career interests.

4. All DECA members (High School or Junior Collegiate) who are competing in the competency-
based events decide in advance of the Natidnal DECA Career Development Canc-tnce at which
level to compete. master-employee 'or manager-owner. They are only competing at one level.

5. All DECA members (High School and Junior Collegiate) who are competing in the competence,
base.c1 events should be prepared to be evaluated on their performance in ten instru:tional

Advertising
Communications
Display
Human Relations
Management

Mathematics
Merchandising
Operations
Product and/or Service Technology
Selling

Competitive events have been developed for all ten instructiona4arecal for each occupational
category atmaster-employee and manager-owner levels. However, participants will not compete
in all ten areas. The Task Force and national DECA staff have selected several 'vents from the
tcn instructional areas. All students will compete in ac least thie2 evente. The .le is will
know in which events they will be competing until their briefing session at the national CDC
In any event, a!( participants at each level (master-employee and manager-o.vner) most comp,c-.e.
in all competitive events in their occupational area that appear on their schedule to be
for recognition.

6. In order to compete in the competency-based competitive events at the National CDC. all DECA
members should have competed in a similar program at the State level.

7. At the National Career Development Conference, the following will occur with respect to pz,rti
cipant recognition:

a. The 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners in each competitive event at each level (rnaster-errployce
and manager-owner) in each occupational category will be announced and recognition given.
Recognition will be given for finalists (4th-8th place).

b. The scores each participant received on each competitive event will be acid,--1 together and
a total score determined for each level in each occupational cate;;ory. The 1st, 2nd and 3r,.!
place winners in each level in each occupational category will be ,innounced and awards
given for each. Therefore, the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners will tic recogni7ed for masts:
employee level and 1st, 2nd and 3rd place winners for the manager owner level in all ocreu
pational categories. Finalists (4th8th) will also be 7ecogni7ed.
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c. The writers of the competitive events have determined a minimum standard of accepuibl,-

performance, for each 'event. These minimum standards have been added to determine a
minimum standard of acceptable performance for each level in the occupational category.

Those participants in each level of an occupational category who have total points above
this minimum standard will be announced and will receive a certificate or honor award for

demonstrating acceptable r.performance. Theses "standard of acceptable performance"
awards will be determined separately for master-employee and manager-ovvner levels in each
occupational category.

8. The ccmpetency-based events are being offered at both the High School and Junior Collegiate
Division Conferences. However, DECA members will be competing only with those from their
own division. Both master-employee and manager-owner events are available for members 0.f. both

student divisions of DECA. The following chart identifies the occupational areas and levels
proposed* for the 1978 Carcer Development Conference:

HIGH SCHOOL
ME MO

l.JNIOR COLLEGIATE
\ ME MO

Advertising Services X ) X X
Apparel & Accessories X X X X
Finance & Credit X X X X
Food Marketing X X X X
Food Service X X X
General Merchandise X X . X X
Petroleum X X X
Real Estate ..1 X X

*NOTE: Final decisions on Junior Collegiate competition were not available at publication

WHERE TO FROM HERE

As stated pTeviously, the concept of the competency-based series approach to competitive
events has been endorsed by the National DECA Board of Directors. Existing High School partici-
patory competitive .events have been eliminated or absorbed into the competency -b .sed approach.
In addition, written competency-based events will be offered on an experimental basis at the 178
Conferences. A revised Group event will be initiated on an experimental basis in the near future.
A brief description of these new experimental events is offered.

Written Event

Several members of the Task Force felt that a written event - rather than a participatory event
ought to be available for members who wished to compete but were uninterested it ,,articipatory-
type competition. This new event would be somewhat parallel to the existing manual competition,
however, it should be competency-based and developed within an occupational c_ .,;gory. Competency
in seicral instructional areas would have to be demonstrated through the written event, i.e., partici-
pant might demonstrate competency by describing in writing how to advertise a product, display a
product, sell a product, train others in product knowledge and/or selling techniques, compute price
listings for se,eral products, etc. Participants would also provide an oral explanation and/or defense
of the written content at the National CDC.
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Thu. National DECA hodnr of Directors agreed to experiment with the apparel & accessories

writtim iit at tha 19/1 Carets Di.vt,lopment Conference. The guidelines were developed dal hie ill::

S111;1111ei ui i i7G by Lor..rnitti e appointed by the Task Force under the direction of Roger Ditzen
bercier, De,tlibutive Tetiier Educator at the University of Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls, Experimental
written t.venis be uifeicd in apparel and accessories and food marki.ting during the'1978 Career

Conference. The Tesk Force will recommend to the DECD, board of Directors based
upon evaluation whether or not to implement written events as part o: the competency-based com-

petitive events structure.,

Group El P;W; - Hieh School Division

The Task Force was also asked to examine group events (chapter everkts) as part of the com-
petitive c.,,rhs structure. The Tall; Force has recoinniended that chapter or group competitive events
be developed around the coats and objectives for the Dii-tr ihutive Education clubs of America as de-
termined thiough Steve Corbin's doctoral research conducted at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
State Un,vct-sity. Guidelines for such events will be developed and disseminated at the National High
School CDC in 1978.

In the meantime, the concept and structure for the current Chapter of the Year competitive
event will remin intact. However, beginning in 1977, no points will be earned for state and national

competition. Sections 6, 7, 8 and 9 have been eliminated.

EVALUATION

TheT:sk Force has been adernerlt about conducting thorough evaluative studies of the corn!
petitive event:, program. The feeling of the Task Force is that it is imperative that vie have unbiased

research an c.aluative data on the effects competitive events may be having upon the products of
our program, Rt. levant factors rit,s4kto be delineated and comparisons made concerned with exi:ting
events, the exp-rhantal events; and, yes perhaps even with no competitive events.

In 197b, Vie DECA Board approved and a sub-committee of the Task Force aweruci a coeti act
to EDUTEK, Inc., from Lincoln, Nebraska, to conduct a study of the 1975 competitive events po-
gram. The experimental events were evaluated to determine the degree to which tic objectives cf
competitive events were being accomplished.

The results of the evaluation were indeed supportive of the competency based competitive
events. Judges, advisors, end students all felt the events were "on target" in meeticej the objectives
of competitiw events. As stated in the summary of the evaluation tcpult, "the purposes of collect-
ing this data (for the evaluation) centers around answering one question: Do the reorganized events
i,ccomplish tAdo thines are they learning experiences for the students participating in the events and
are the reorg.,iezed events reflective of the skills required of people working in the jobs simulated by
the events? %Vim little qualification, the answer is yes."*

4

*An Et atuaiion of the New Competitivi. Ewnts Dc.;,igned for Distributive Education Clubs of
America's Caict.1- D,Nelopment Conf4.1.2ncc Report, EDUTEK;, Inc., Lincoln, Nobr,:s-

ka, July 1, /P/ö. 3
2,
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Personni.: from EDUTEK, as part of the Contract with DECA, have "packaged" evaluat,vo
forms that will b utilized ,at the competency-based competitive events each year. The CER Ta.k
Force has rccommundLLI that each con:creme be evaluated carefully to insure that educational ob-
jectives are being met.

_I/"the CER Task Force has recommended that all experimental events remain just that experi-
.

ental until thorough evaluations hava been completed and the data analyzed. Dr. Steve Egg land,
Distributive Tuar_harEducator at the University of Nebraska, has been and will continuo to give over-
all leadership to the research arid ev'aluative phase of the competitive events program.

CONCLUSION

Many distributive education persons including students, teacher-coordinators, state supervisors,
USOE repre:-.Ln:atives, ar d teacher educators have served on the Competitive Events Reorganization
Task Force ova the years. ", remendous philosophizing and compromising and countless hours have
been,devo,Ld to develop the competency based competitive events program to its present structure.
The. final ciLcision on the events was always made in review of the competency-based approach to
vocational education curriculum development.

. Many teachers often ask, "How do I prepare my students to compete under this new system"?
There is onli really one ansv.er. You must provide learning experiences (classroom projects and cc-
tivities andIo, on the-job activities) that are specifically needed by persons employed in the occupa-
tional areas for which your students have career interests.

The competitive events are based on the competencies needed to be succcessful in selected
marketing occupations. The competencies, when organized into a pattern, should comprise the major
component of the distributi,e education curriculum. Thus, if you provide for your students a d;strbu-
tive education vocational curriculum, they should be able to compete!

..n 131.1(1/1
mot.

4.4.141M
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APPENDIX C

Workshop Agendas
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WRITERS' WORKSHOP

Competency-Based Events

October 30, 1976

9:30 9:45 Coffee

9:45 12:00 Travel regulations
Chart for developing events
Time lines
Paper on competency -based events
Sample event review
Guide for writing events
Checklist for Covering events
Example cover paper

12:00 - 1:30 Lunch

1:30 - Develop Event

LI; 0



WRITERS' WORKSHOP

'Competency-Based Events

December 11, 1976

9:30 - 9:45 Coffee

9:45 - 12:00 Review of Problems and Procedures

12:00 - 1:30 Lunch

1:30 - Event finalized in format for typist

4/



9:30 9:45

9:45 - 12:00

12:00 - 1:30

1:30 - 4:00

4:00 -

WRITERS' WORKSHOP

Competency-Based Events

January 22, 1977

-)ffee

Review (vents, discuss corrections

Lunch

Edit events

Discuss new event areas and make assignments

42



WRITERS' WORKSHOP

Competency-Based Events

June 28, 1977

9:00 9:30 Coffee and Organization

9:30 - 12:00 Write

12:00 - 1:30 Luncg

1:30 - 4:30 Write

43



WRITERS' WORKSHOP

Comp9'tency-Based Events

'September 23, 1977

3:15 p.m. - Edit typed events, make corrections



45

APPENDIX D

Flow Chart of
Activities
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Oct 1 Nov 1 Dec 1 Jan 1 Feb I Mar 1 Apr 1 May j June 1 July j Aug 1 Sept 1

Oct-March

1. Project approved, October 19, 1976

2. Preparation for workshop on October 30, 1976

3. Conducted orientation workshop October 30, 1976

4. Hired typist = December 1, 1976

5. Conducted workshop to set up events in format for typist, December 11, 1976.

6. Quarterly report December 15, 1976

7. Conducted workshop to edit events, January 22, 1977

8. Quarterly report March 15, 1977,

9. Events typed in final format by May 31

10. National DECA identified competencies for four additional areas, May 31, 1977

11. Quarterly report June 15, 1977

12. Conducted writers' workshop to put events in final format for typist, June 28 , 1977

13. Hired typist June, 1977

14. Conducted workshop to edit typist events, September 23, 1977.

15. Events in final format for dissemination, January 31, 1978

W. Final report March 21, 2,97

4
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Writers
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Wrjter

Bill Childers
-...

Bill Gottschlich

Dudley Berthold

Carol Sparks
Cindy Greenlee

Jane Muenzer
Roger Amburgey

Tasso Harris
Alice Stravolemos

Helen Hoffman
Dennis Lewis

Nancy Shuck
Joe Burton

David Reid
Richard Lyons

COMPETENCY-BASED EVENT WICITEHS

PHASE I

School

Jeffersontown H.S.
Newport H.S.

Ballard H.S.

Eastern H.S.
Pleasure Ridge Pk.

Atherton H.S.
Montgomery Co. H.S.

Valley H.S.
Westport H.S.

Pulaski Co. H.S.
Bardstown H.S.

Franklin Co. Voc.
Pulaski Co. H.S.

Stuart H.S:
Meade Co. Voc.

49

Competency-13ased Event Series

Food Marketing-Performance
Food Marketing-Written

Petroleum-Performance

General Merchandise-Performance
General Merchandise-Written

Apparel, & Accessories-Performance
Apparel & Accessories-ritten

Food Service-Performance
Food Service-Written

Real Estate-Performance
Real Estate-Written

Finance & Credit-Performance
Finance & Credit-Written

Advertising Service- Perfori
Advertising Service-Written



COMPETENCY-BASED EVET WRITERS

PHASE II

.."-Automotive Parts Sales

) 'Written Dennis Lewis
Performance Bill Gottschlich

Recreation & Tourism

Written - Evelyn Watson
Performance - Nancy Shuck

Transportation

Written - David Reid
Performance - Evelyn Watson

Industrial Sales

Written - Nancy Shuck
Performance - Bill Childers

50
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Sample Event



CHECKLIST FOR DEVELOPING
COPETENCY-BASED EVENTS

Occupational Category

Level

Instructional Area

Evaluation Method (Performance or Written)
-- ,-----

Length Of Event

Objective of this Event

Brief Description of Event

Competencies to be Tested

Minimum level of performance

InztructionS to Event Chairperson

Material Needs

InstOuctions to Judges (Performance EVents)

Instructions to Student

Rating Sheet for each Participant (Performance Events)

Overall Rating Sheet

Facility Layout

List of supplies and personnel needed to.conduct the event

Answer Key if needed



Instructional Area: Advertising

Level: Master Employee .

Evaluation Method: Performance

KENTUCKY



ADVISORY CO:NITTEE

Mrs. Harris
Bacon's

Mr. Hertzman
Hertzman's ;fens' and Boys' Shop

Ms. Karen Wegner
Susie's Casuals

REFERENCES

Fashion Marketing and Merchandising, Ruth Tolman

Bobbs-Merrill FashiOn Series

Interstate Distributive Education Curriculum Consortium

Written by: Jane Muenzer



Occupational Category: Fashion Apparel and Accessories

Level: ter Employee

Instructional Area: Advertising

Evaluation st.lethod: Performance

Objective of this Event:

To evaluate the student's skill in identifying the important facts con-
cerning advertised merchandise' and how merchandise facts could be used
to enhance personal selling and display.

Brief Description of this Event:

4,

The participant will review a copy of the adver-isement and view the
advertised merchandise. Each participant w'll prepare a fact sheet and
orally present the pertinent information to the judges.

Competencies tested by this particular Event: (This event may not test
all of the potential competencies.)

Attitude that advertising should be supplemented by attractive displays
and an efficient sales force.

/

. Knowledge of the prices, available sizes, colors, styles, or models of
merchandise being advertised in order to better promote or sell./

4

Minimum Level of Performance:

To be determined by the judges.

Instructions to Event Chairperson: (Include materials needed)

1. Students will be assigned a number for identification. Advisor should
check to see that students adhere to the schedule.

2. Students will prepare in the preparation area. They will have 10
minutes to study the advertisement, complete the fact. sheet, and view
the advertised merchandise.

5 c
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Occupational Category: Fashion Apparel and Accessories

Level: Master Employee

Instructional Area: Advertising

Evaluation Method: Performance

Instructions to Event Chairperson: (continued)

3. Students will prepare in an area separate from the judging area.

4. Student performance will be judged according to the provided rating
sheet. Five minutes is allowed for presenting facts, display, and
selling.

5. The following listed materials should be provided:

a. 7 copies of the advetisement (the series director will arrange
with a local store for a current ad along with an assortment
of merchandise for display)

b. .copies of advertising fact sheet (1 per student)
c., overall rating sheet (1)
d. rating sheets
e. instructions for students, chairperson, and judges

6. Submit all rating sheets and materials to series director.

Instructions to Judges:

1. Judges will be responsible for rating students according to the
attached rating sheet.

2. Students are instructed to present merchandise facts and how they would
display and sell merchandise. Please feel free to question students.
Collect fact sheet when student enters the room. Five minutes is
'allowed for presentation and rating.

3. Average the three judges' scores for each student.

4. Record scores on overall rating sheet.

5. Place individual rating sheets and student fact sheets in envelope;
give to advisor in charge.

Be sure student number is on each rating sheet.



Occupational Category: Fashion Apparel and Accessories

Level: Master Employee

Instructional Area: Advertising

Evaluation Method: Performance

Instructions to Students Participating in this Event:

1. Ten minutes is allowed for studying the advertisement and merchandise,
completing the fact sheet, and considering how this information could
be used in personal selling and display.

2. You will be called to the judges' room for an oral presentation of the
facts about the advertised merchandise, how it could be displayed and
the selling appeals which could be used.

3. Give your completed fact sheet to the judge when you enter the room.
You will have 5 minutes to present your facts, sales appeals, uld dis
play ideas(s).

4. You will be rated according to the attached rating sheet.

5. You may leave the area when you have completed the interview with the
judges.



Occupational Category: Fashion Apparel and Accessories

Level: Master Employee

Instructional Area: Advertising

Evaluation Methbd: Performance

Name of Store:
Location,: 1234

Shopping Hours:
Telephone No.:

ADVERTISING FACT SHEET

Description:

a. Fabric or Material

b. Styles, Shapes

c. Colors

d. Sizes

e. Sale Price

f. Original Price

Stud lt No.

5S-6-'



Occupational Category: Fashion Apparel and Accessories

Level: Master Employee

Instructional Area: Advertising

Evaluation Method: Performance

RATTNG SPRFT

Student No.

Score from Advertising Fact Sheet
5 points for each correct line (possible 50 points)

ORAL PRESENTATION RATING SHEET

1. How well did student present facts about advertised merchandise?

a fee/ facts most of the facts all of the facts
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

2. Did student suggest other ways of displaying advertised
merchandise?

poorly convincingly very convincing'
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8910

3. Did student suggest uses for merchandise?

ineffectively partially effective effectively
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. Did stut_at demonstrate knowledge of merchandise other than
shown on facts sheet? (Such as hanging ticket, 'labels, and
general knowledge)

very little some
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

a great amount
8910

TOTAL POINTS



Occupational Category: Fashion Apparel and Accessories

Level: Master Employee

Instructional Area: Advertising

Evaluation Method: Performance

FACILITY LAYOUT

Preparation Room:

XStudent

Student

Student

Student

Event Room:

Judges 0 Student

Chairperson

Specifications:

Preparation Room 2 tables, 4 chairs

Event Room: 2 tables, 4 chairs



Occupational Category: Fashion Apparel and Accessories

Level: Master Employee

Instructional Area: Advertising

Evaluation Method: Performance

EVENT

Advertising

SUPPLIES & PERSONNEL NEEDED TO CONDUCT EVENT

SUPPLIES PERSONNEL

Instructions toChairperson (1) 1 Chairperson

Instructions to Students 1 Assistant

Rating sheets (3 per student) 3 Judges

Overall rating sheet (1)

Copies of advertisement (7)

Samples of Advertised
Merchandise (3)

Advertising fact sheet (1 per
student)

Series schedules (3)

3 Judges' packets:
rating sheets
advertising fact sheet
instructions to judges
1 copy of event
3 pencils

SCHEDULEX

TOTAL TIME INVOLVED:

Total Preparation and Instruction

Total Participation Time

TOTAL TIME NEEDED FOR THIS EVENT

10 min.

5min.

15 min.



Instructional Area: HUMAN RELATIONS

level: Master Employee

Evaluation Eethod: Written

KENTUCKY

62
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Mr. James C. Wilson, Owner-anager.
Wilson Lumber Yard
Warsaw, Kentucky

Mrs. Louise Wilson, Sales Representative
Wilson Lumber Yard
Warsaw, Kentucky

Mr. Phillip Perry, Sales Representative
Harrod-Carter, Inc.
Frankfort, Kentucky

Retail Selling, Yvonne Gallegos Bodle, Joseph A. Corey; Gregg Division/
McGraw-Hill Book Company; St. Louis, Missouri; 1972.

Retailing Principles and Practices, 5th Ed. , G. Henry Ric.lert, Warren
G. Meyer, Peter G. Haines; Gregg Division/McGraw-Hill Book
Company; St. Louis, MissoUri; 1972.

Fundamentals Of Selling, 9th Ed.,John W. Wingate, CArroll A. Nolan;
South-vrcstern Publishing Company; Cincinnati, Ohio; 1969.

Written by: Ms. Nancy M. Shuck
D.E. Instructor
Franklin Co. Area Voc. Ed. Cn
Frankfort, Kentucky



Occupational Category: Industrial Marheting

Level: Master Employee

Instructional Area: Human Relations

Evaluation Method: Written

Objective of this event:
fi

In the total series, the participant will be evaluated in several
instructional areas. This event will evaluate the human relations
area.

Brief Dasription of this event:

The participant will be given 25 minutes to complete this test. This
test is composed of 15 true or false, 15 matching, and 10 multiple-
choice questions. Each question is worth 2 1/2 points.

Comuctencies test cd by this E,,rticu]al- event: (This event may not test
all of the potential competencies.)

1. Maintain appearance and health.

2: Demonstrate appropriate ethics such as integrity and honesty.

3. Convey a positive image of self and firm.

4. Maintain positive attitude toward individLal responsibilities and/
or department and company operations.

5. Treat others as individuals.

6. Demonstrate initiative in dealing with customers, other employees,
and managers.

7. As:, Jrte a shared responsibility for success or failure of the work
group.

Mininun Level of Perfonnn^e:

90%

64
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Occupatio:ril Cateuptv: IndusLrial Marketing

Level: Master Employee

Instructional Area: Iiuman Relations

Evaluation 1.1:2thod: Written

Instructicns to Event Chairpor'sen: (Include materials needed)

1. Distribute all materials to participants. (Participants must
demonstrate an understanding of time restrictions.)

2. Give "Instructions to Participants."

3. At the end of testing period, collect all tests, answer sheets
and pencils.

4. Be sure participant's identification number is written on answer
sheet.

5. Return tests to packet and turn in with answer sheets to tabu]F_tion
center. Answer sheets will be graded in tabulation center by a
mechanical device.

6. Check to see if you have the materials below:

Materials Furnished:

a. 1 Instructions to Event Chairperson

b. Instructions to Participants (1 per participant)

c. Tests (1 per. participant)

d. No. 2 Pencils (1 per participant)

e. Answer Sheets (1 per participant)

65
-178-



Occupational Cate;;ory: Industrial Marketing

Master Em-loyee

Instruct:lc:nal Area: Human Relations

Evaluation P.ethod: Written

Instrmtion:: to Studonts Participatinf; in this Event:

1. Do your own work.

2. Place all answers on the answer sheet provided, (Do not write
on tests.)

3. You will have approximately 25 minutes for this section.

4, Don't waste time--pass over any question you can't answer qui-ckly.

5. You may return to unanswered questions if you have time.

6. Be sure your identification number is on your answer sheet.

66
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Occupational Category: Industrial M:trketing

Ivel: Master: Employee

Instructional Area: Human Relations

Evaluation Y,Ahod: Written

TEST

SECTION I. True or False. If the statement is true, fill in the first
blank on your answer sheet; if the statement is false, fill
in the second blank on your answer shoc_. Be sure to
darken the space sufficiently.

1. In retailing, most of the jobs involve close contact with people.

2. While managers will tolerate a lack of some retailing skills and
information while a person is learning, they cannot overlook a
person's failures in human relations.

3. Poor human relations only affects the individual who has the
quality, not anyone else.

4. All people who create favorable physical impressions have the
personal qualities necessary for success.

5. The person who succeeds in retailing is almost always one who
seeks to advance through his own efforts, rather than depending
on breaks, "pull," or seniority.

6. Loyal employees do not distructively criticize the firm, its
policies, its personnel, and its merchandise, expecially to
outsiders.

7. It is not dishonest for a worker to help his friends obtain
merchandise at less than the required price.

8. Wasting time on the job results in loss of profit to the store.
4

9. Personnel directors frequently point out that initiative is a
prime requisite in the selection of persons for supervisory and
management training.

10. Industriousness means keeping busy without being prodded.

11. Only the extrovert can be a good salesperson.

12. A salesperson's good posture gives the impression that he/she is
successful and has confidence in him/herself and the work,

6'7
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Industrial Marketing-Human Relations Test Page 2

SECTION I (Continued)

13. Desirable habits can be learned, and objectionable habits can be
isolated and eliminated.

14. A dependab3e salesperson who works very hard when being supervised
can "s3ack off" a little when not being supervised.

15. The moral attitudes that are particularly important in business
are layalty, honesty, and dependability.

SECTION IT. Matching. In each of the groups of words or phrases below,
there are five choices from which you are tc choose four
and match with the words or phrases in that group only.
Do not crossover into another group for an answer. Fill
in the proper blank on your answer sheet. Be sure to
darken the space sufficiently.

16. Steady, earnest, diligent effort. 1. Human relations
17. Getting along with people. 2. Initiative
18. Ability to see a job that needs to be done 3. Venturesme spf_rit

and the courage to go ahead and do it. 4. Industrious:.ess

19. The courage to try new things. 5. Loyalty

20. Placing oneself mentally in the other 1. Tact
person's shoes. 2. Coiffure

21. The ability to say and do the right thing 3. 'Empathy
at the right time. 4. Dependability

22. Earning the trust of others. 5. Business wardrobe
23. Hairstyle.

24. An acute awareness of what is going on. 1. Enthusiasm
25. Those actions or mannerisms that iritate 2. Poise

or annoy others. 3. Fidget
26. Control of emotions. 4. Alertness
27. Someone who simply cannot keep still. 5. Objectionable

habits

28. Being genuinely concerned about the store 1. Fashions
in which you work and protecting its interest2. Enthusiasm

9. Clothes that are worn on the job. 3. Loyalty

30. A positive approach combined with alert 4. Sincerity

interest. 5. Business wardrobe

68
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Industrial Maiketing-Human Relations Test Page 3

SECT] ON ITT. Mhltipl-Choice. In the following, choose the one b.:.st
answer by in t:.! prev-r blank on your answer
sheet. Be sure to in the space sufficiently.

31. Which of the following is not a r-ood way to gain acceptance as
a new worker?
1. Approach your ll'ew job with enthusiasm.
2. Do not join cliques.
3. Do not ask questions.
4. Show eagerness to learn.
5. Look sharp.

32. Which of the following is not a ku, to good human relations?
1. Treat people as individuals.
2. Be loyal.
3. Stay on the team.
4. Stiy as close to your supervisor as possible.
5. Never pass the buck.

33. Which of the following things should management not expect of you?
1. Regular att,:ndance.
2. Willingness to wo,-k all wool:ends and holidays.
3. Adherence to store rules and policies.
4. Respect for authority,
5. Enth,siasm and loyalty.

Which of the following is not a reason 2upervisors are chosen?
1. They know the jobs and the people they supervise.
2. They know store policies and rules.
3. They can handle people well. --

4. They always agree with the boss.
5. They .have been successful as regular employees.

35. Which of tn following is not a good principle or foundation or
building good relationshps with supervisors?
1. Never suggest new ideas or changes to your supervisor
2. Be sold on the aims of the store.
3. Carryout responsibilities assigned.
4. Make good use of constructiv, criticism.
5. Be layal to supervisors.

36. Which of the following is not a' good character trait?
1. Friendliness.
2. Cheerfulness.
3, Joker.
4, Courtesy.
5. Tact.

37. Which of the following would not be considrred being dishon?
1. Accept full responsibility for errors.
2. Taking overly long coffee breaks.
3. Taking merchandise from store without paying.
4. Being late to work and leaving early.
5. Overstating value of merchandise: to customer.

6 9182-



Industrial Marketing Human Relations Test Page 4

"SECTION ITT (Continue(1)

/38. Which of the following is not a good way to build good human
relations?
1. Speak to pcoplc.
2. Smile at people.
3. Be friendly, helpfu, and genuinely interested in people.
4. Give service when a.;kori; don't bother the customer.
5. / Be thoughtful of the opinions of others,

39. Gossip creates all but hic .. one of the following?
1. Peelings of jealously.
2. Fear.
3. Cheerful atmcsphere4
4. Envy.
5. Worry.

40. In order to be properly dressed for working, you must do all but
which one of the following?
1. Keep clothes in good order.
2. Make sure clothes fit properly.
3. Pick clothes that arc acospLab]e now.
4. Wear plenty of jewelry, both men and women salespersons, in

order to be in style.
5. Pick your business shoos carefully, according to the comfort

and support.

'



Occuviti on'il C:Aci_-,ory : j.,ndu:3tr:ial Marketin"9

Level: Master Employee

Instructional Area.: Human 1'\clation3

Evaluation 1..:::tlioci: Written

SECTION 1

TEST

19.

KEY

3 SECTION III

1. True 20, 3 31. 3

2. True 21. 1 32. 4

3. False 22. 4 33. 2

4, False 23, 2 34. 4

5. True 24. 4 35, 1

6. True 25. 5 36. 3

7. False 26, 2 37. 1

8. True 27. 3 38. 4

9. True 28. 3 39. 3

10. True 29, 5 40. 4

11. False 30. 2

12. True

13. True

14. False
.._

15. True ,

SECTION II.

16. 4

17.

18. 2

71-134-



Occupatiotial. CatctLory-: industrial 1.1aihetinu

Master. Employee

Instructio: :area : Human Relations

Evaluation Written

SUPPLTF.; & TO CL:: :;;,1":'

EMU

Human Relations

Kfi'AL

SUPPLIES

1 Instructions to Event
Chairperson

Instructions to Partici-
pants (1 Per Participant

Tests (1 Per Participant

No. 2 Pencils
(1 Per Participant)

Answer. Sheets
(1 Per Participant)

5 Total Prei=atien anci Instructisn

25 Total Test=in: Time

3 O TOTAL TI:72, FOR

7
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Event Exchange States
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1976-77 EVENT EXCHANGE

STATE ASSIGNMENTS

MASTER-EMPLOYEE
LEVE.

- FOOD MARKETING Oregon
Indiana
Utah

FOOD SERVICE Ohio
Georgia
Montana

PETROLEUM

APPAREL/ACCESSORIES

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

FINANCE f CREDIT

REAL ESTATE

MANAGER-OWNER
LEVEL

Iowa
Colorado

Texas
Kansas (?)
Utah

Illinois
D.C.
Delaware

Oklahoma
Arizona
North Dakota
Nebraska (4)

Alabam
Nebraska (3)

Wisconsin JC-(S)
Michigan JC

ADVERTISING SERVICES Wisconsin HS-(5)
Nebraska (3)

.74

New Jersey
Minnesota
Montana

Florida
Maryland (?)

Massachusetts
Missouri
California

Pennsylvania
New Mexico
Virginia
Nebraska (E)

North Dakota
Nebraska (3)

Wisconsin JC- (S)

Wisconsin HS- (S)
Nebraska (3)



1977-7::3 P=D
EXC1:;.nGE: ST=S

ADV=I=G S21-.71CTS
MASTER =Y77

1. Kentucky
2. New JersLy - 7 evelits
3. New 1:xico
4. Tennessee

1. new Jersey 3 events
2. North Dakota

APPAL & ACC7Qc-Y1T7-i
MkST4R F".PLCv7 OW=
1 Alabama
2. Arkansas
3. Kentucky
4. Wyoming

1. California
2. Louisiana
3. Minnesota

FINANCE & CREDIT
MASTER EnPLOY EE MANAGER OWER

1. Arzona
2. Kentucky
3. Montana
4. Pennsylvania

I. Wisconsin JC Division

FOOD MARKETTG
MASTER EMPLO= MANAG:R OW=

1. Illinois
2. Kentucky
3. New York HS Division
4. Ohio

1. New York - JC
2. Texas

FOOD SERVICE
MASTER F(YE.7-' MINA= CWN1-E

1. Kentucky
2. New Eami;chire
3. Oregon
4. Virginia

I. Oklahoma
2. Wisconsin HS Division

GENER?J, MERCH:1':EISE
MASTER =Tr".-- MAI:p7R

1. MissisFippi
2. Nebraska

PETROL=

75
c::

1. Colorado
2. DC
3. Kertucky
4. South Carolina

1. Conrocti
2. Kcrtucky
3. 1.,J:,,hingt-:'



1977-7S Exch_nge -2-

REAL F=TE
LSTF.7.1 E'APLOYEE MANAr-rR OW:7ER

1. Kentucky
2. Massachusetts
3. Missouri

1. Hawaii
2. Idaho

44,

cc: Board of Directors
CER Task Force

1. Florida

-AS "_:=E= DT7NDTNG-
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CHART FOR DEVELOPING AND REVISING COMPETENCY-BASED EVENTS

Occupational Categories Master Employee

Instructional

Areas
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*Written Event

**Performance Event

***Event needs to be verified and revised.

****Event needs to be developed.
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